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The 2016 Transit of Mercury recorded by CVAS Member Aaron Worley. See the Observer’s Log for more information.
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Solar System Astronomy
By David Mihalic
I usually write articles about Deep Space Objects (DSO), which are my first love in astronomical viewing. But that
does not mean that I don't like viewing solar system objects. It's just that the skies of Cleveland generally do not
lend themselves to the good seeing conditions necessary for planetary viewing. Most of the time we are lucky to be
able to push the magnification to 150x. That's just about the time that you are beginning to see some detail.
But every now and then you get a spectacular evening. The best view of Saturn that I ever had was in early March
while still very cold outside. The seeing was the best I ever had. At that time the most powerful eyepiece I owned
was an 8mm which allowed me a magnification of 254x. The detail on Saturn was fantastic. Needless to say the Cassini division was razor sharp. I lamented that I did not own a Barlow! I knew that I could have easily pushed the
magnification to at least 400x. Since then I purchased a Barlow and a 5mm eyepiece!
I've had only a few nights since that time when the seeing was so fine. So to augment my desire for planetary viewing, I've turned to my remote astrophotography provider at SLOOH. Usually SLOOH's scopes are pretty much dedicated to DSO viewing, meaning fairly low power. Not exactly optimized for planetary imaging. I've acquired some
decent Jupiter and Saturn images but forget tiny Mars, even during opposition!
But recently SLOOH has acquired a new 14” f/10 Celestron Edge HD scope that uses Celestron's new SKYRIS camera.
The SKYRIS video camera acquisition system allows video capture of 60 frames-per-second (fps) at a resolution of
1280 x 960. This allows us to use programs like Registax and AVIStack2 to process the video frames into still images
with very high resolution as compared to the “single shot” CCD cameras on the other scopes. So basically the scope
acquires several minutes of video in AVI format and the end user downloads the video file to his PC where it is processed. This takes care of the planets (the moon being handled by the CCD scopes) but what about the sun?
Enter another new telescope. This time it's a Lundt SST60, a 60mm f8.3 hydrogen-alpha filtered, double-stacked
scope capable of generating a bandpass of <0.5 Angstroms. The camera on the Solar Telescope has a 1920 x 1200
resolution.
Both of these new scopes are in use manually right now due to work being done to automate their remote robotic
use. Normally no one is there to operate the scopes. Everything is controlled by the end-user from his or her PC.
Celestron and Lundt are both working with SLOOH personnel to work out issues with remote control. In the mean
time, a tech is on site to “turn things on” manually”. To that end I have been able to acquire several videos and process them. I've experimented with both Registax and AVIStack2. They are both very capable programs. There are
learning curves involved but YouTube videos are there to assist you. In my opinion, Registax is the easiest program
to learn and to use. AVIStack2 has a steeper learning curve, but once mastered, offers more versatility. Fortunately
both programs are free to download and use.
Disclaimer: Although I do write about SLOOH in one form or another in most of my articles, I have no financial interest in SLOOH nor am I remunerated in any way by them for articles or images I publish.
Here are the initial images I obtained using the above mentioned telescopes and cameras. All images processed
with Registax except Mars on which I used AVIStack2. These images (not the solar) were taken at f/10 but the final
configuration will be changed to f/20.
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The Sun on May 23, 2016 16:13 UTC

Illustration 1: Solar Hydrogen Alpha image—Lundt 60mm f8.3 scope—processed from 33 sec video.

Mars on May 23, 2016 01:11 UTC

Illustration 2: 14-inch SCT F10 processed from 33 seconds of Skyris video.
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Jupiter on May 23, 2016 21:37:56 UTC

Illustration 3: SCT F10 processed from 24 seconds of Skyris video.

Saturn on May 31, 2016 03:13 UTC

Illustration 4: SCT F10 processed from 4 seconds of Skyris video.
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I am looking forward to some Venusian imaging and perhaps some Uranian and Neptunian imaging as well.
Although I have captured a fine image of Uranus with four of its moons using the existing scopes.

Uranus on October 13, 2007 21:19:38

Illustration 5: 14-inch SCT F10 LRGB CCD image.
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A s t r o p h o to g r a p h y
Satellite trails in Astrophotos
By Russ Swaney
Almost without fail, if you image a small patch of sky for an hour or more, you’ll get a “Satellite Trail” through a
frame. The night of July 27th, was no different, except for the quantity.
I was helping a CVAS Member understand how to take CCD images with the 10-inch Schmidt-Newtonian in the
North Observatory. We took 2, quick, 10 second exposures of M11 (see below)

FOV is 1 degree by 50 arcminutes – 15 seconds between images
On later examination, we saw a number short “trails” in each image and the apparent west to east motion. There
was some initial, and not well thought out, temptation to assign them to “Space Debris”. Example:
http://fox13now.com/2016/07/28/space-debris-lights-up-utah-sky/

Long time CVAS member Tony Mallama came up with the best explanation: “The apparent west-to-east motion and
the -6 degree declination of M11 suggest to me that these are geostationary satellites. When I measure the speed I
get roughly 16 arc-sec/sec which also suggests geostationary satellite (should be 15 as/s).”
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O b s e r v e r ’s Lo g
The 2016 Transit of Mercury
By Aaron Worley
I enjoyed viewing the 2016 Mercury transit from my backyard in town. This was the first Mercury transit I had observed, and I noted immediately how tiny Mercury looked. The next thing I noticed was how much darker the
planet's disk was compared to the small sunspots present on the Sun.
I captured this image of the event shortly before the heavy cloud cover rolled in. Mercury is the round dot above
and right of center. This was taken through a 4-inch refractor, with a Herschel wedge solar prism to make the image
safe. I manually tracked the telescope for this image. This is a single exposure, 1/800 of a second, taken with a
Canon DSLR. I adjusted the color and did some mild sharpening in Pixelmator, an image processing application.
Note: Aaron’s image of the Mercury Transit is on the cover page of this issue.

Fall Carbon Stars
By Marty Mullet
Carbon stars are similar to red giant stars but are differentiated by the large amount of carbon in their atmospheres. They are variable stars - mostly long-period variables - whose color generally varies with magnitude, becoming deeper red at minimum and orange or yellow at maximum. This list includes stars well-placed for viewing
over the next few months. Some are bright and easy to find, some you’ll have to hunt down. Color perception will
vary with aperture, magnitude, and your eyes. Remember to take your time: The rods in your eyes are slow to
adapt to red light especially at higher magnitudes.
R.A.

Dec.

Star

Notes

9:18.4

+51.4

RT UMa

Irregular; 8.6«9.6 Mag; spectral type N

10:45.1 +67.4

VY UMa

Irregular; 5.9«6.5 Mag; spectral class N0

12:45.1 +45.4

Y CVn

16:26.7 -12.4

V Oph

Period 298 days; 7.3«11.6 Mag; spectral class N3e

16:40.6 -32.4

SU Sco

Period 414 days; 8.0«9.4 Mag; spectral class N0

17:45.0 -18.6

SZ Sgr

Period 100 days; 9.0«10.0 Mag; spectral type N

18:30.4 -16.9

SS Sgr

Irregular; 9.0«10.0 Mag; spectral type N;

18:32.3 +37.0

T Lyr

7.8«9.6 Mag; spectral class C6

18:42.8 +37.0

HK Lyr

Irregular; 9.5«11.6 Mag

18:58.6 +14.4

UV Aql

Period 340 days; 8.6«9.6 Mag; spectral type N star

19:04.4 -05.7

V Aql

Period 353 days; 6.6«8.4 Mag; spectral class N6 star

19:21.6 +76.6

UX Dra

Period 168 days; 6.0«7.0 Mag; spectral class N0

19:34.3 -16.4

AQ Sgr

Period 200 days; 9.1«11.4 Mag; spectral class N3 star

19:40.9 +32.6

TT Cyg

Period 118 days; 7.8«9.1 Mag; spectral class N3e star

La Superba

Semi-regular variable w/ 157 day period; 7.4«10 Mag; type N
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O b s e r v e r ’s Lo g
Fall Carbon Stars (Cont.)
19:57.2 +44.3

HD 189256 Cyg

7.8 Mag; spectral class N7

20:02.4 +21.1

BF Sge

Irregular; 8.5«10.0 Mag; spectral class N3 star

20:05.1 +20.7

X Sge

Period 196 days; 7.0«8.4 Mag; spectral class N3 star; 50’ to
SW of BF Sge

20:10.4 +36.0

RY Cyg

Irregular; 8.5«10 Mag; spectral type N star

20:13.4 +38.7

RS Cyg

Period 417 days; 6.5«9.3 Mag; spectral class N0 star

21:35.2 +78.6

S Cep

Period 487 days; 7.4«12.9 Mag; spectral class N8e star

21:43.3 +38.0

RV Cyg

Period 300 days; 7.1«9.3 Mag; spectral class N5 star

21:56.4 +22.9

RX Peg

Period 630 days; 8.0«9.5 Mag; spectral type N star

23:46.4 +03.5

TX Psc

Irregular; 5.5«6.0 Mag; spectral class C5 star; Eastern
star in the ‘circlet’

00:01.3 +60.4

WZ Cas

Period 186 days; 8.0«11.0 Mag; spectral class Np star

00:04.6 +43.5

SU And

Irregular; 8.0«8.5 Mag; spectral type N star

00:14.5 -07.8

AD Cet

Irregular; 4.9<5.1 Mag; spectral class M3

00:17.6 +50.3

ST Cas

Irregular; 9.0«10.5 Mag; spectral type N star

00:19.9 +44.7

VX And

Period 376 days; 8.0«9.5 Mag; spectral class N7

00:27.6 +35.6

AQ And

Period 332 days; 6.9«8.2 Mag; spectral type N star;

01:16.2 +25.8

Z Psc

Period 144 days; 8.8«10.1 Mag; spectral class N0 star

03:27.7 +44.2

Y Per

Period 252 days; 8.1«11.1 Mag; spectral type N star

03:41.6 +62.6

U Cam

Period 412 days; 7.7«9.5 Mag; spectral class N5

03:42.2 +63.2

BD Cam

Period 102 days; 5.04«5.17 Mag; spectral class S5

04:40.4 -19.7

54 Eri

4.32 Mag; spectral class M4; ADS 3380

04:51.2 +68.2

ST Cam

Period 195 days; 7.0«8.4 Mag; spectral class N5 star

04:51.6 +28.5

TT Tau

Period 166 days; 8.0«10 Mag; spectral class N3;

04:59.6 -14.8

R Lep

05:05.4 +01.2

W Ori

Hind’s Crimson Star

Period 432 days; 5.9«11 Mag; Mira-type
Period 212 days; 8.6«11.1 Mag; spectral class N5 variable

If you’re successful with these, the Astronomical League has a Carbon Star Observing Program of 100 carbon stars.
Check it out at Carbon Star Observing Program
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O b s e r v e r ’s Lo g
2016 Perseid Meteor Shower
By George Gliba
From Mathias, West Virginia we had a nice show of Perseids. From 4:30 to 6:30 UT (12:30 to 2:30 AM EDT), there
were -4 and -3 magnitude fireballs, three -2 magnitude, and seven -1 Perseids. The average Perseid was 1.7 magnitude and left a persistent train. There were 55 Perseids the first hour and 70 the second hour. I should have kept
recording as the rates were much higher around 8:00 UT. There were no clouds and the average LM was about
6.5 magnitude.

P r e s i d e n t ’s C o r n e r
By Marty Mullet
Friends,
As you may know, CVAS is a member of Ohio Turnpike Astronomy Association (OTAA). This is an organization of astronomy clubs in Northeast Ohio. Membership is open to astronomical organizations - individuals may not join however being a member of CVAS automatically provides membership in the OTAA. Every year from June through
September, member clubs host a convention attended by members of all the clubs. This is an opportunity to meet
with amateur astronomers from different clubs, enjoy some of the best meals I can recall, and possibly win some
excellent door prizes. If you haven’t yet attended an OTAA picnic, I urge you to try to attend at least one each year.
You’ll find it is well worth your time!
Normally, in this space, I’ll make a comment or two about any recent observing sessions or something to do with
general astronomy. Since I haven’t been observing lately, aside from a few nights showing highlights to our guests,
I thought I’d try something different in this issue. I’ve added a seasonal column picking one type of astronomical
target visible in the next few months. This issue will focus on fall carbon stars. Future issues will include winter clusters, spring globulars, and summer clusters.
As usual, I invite your comments and observations at: Skywatcher.reply@gmail.com
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C o n s t e l l at i o n Q u i z
By Dan Rothstein
This month’s questions:
1. Ptolemy referred to this already existing grouping as ‘the beast’, that still represents which wild creature?
2. Another of John Hill’s creations was the water creature Hippocampus. Find it.

3 . Where was Leo Palatinus and what did it represent?
4 . This deviates from the usual style of question, but it is interesting. What is the only naked-eye star which appears undeniably green?
Answers to last issue’s questions:
1. The zodiacal constellation Pisces is of Babylonian origin, who saw it as two fish. In Greek mythology that same identification as two fish is associated with Aphrodite and Eros, or Venus and Cupid in the Latin version, who escaped from
the monster Typhon (with 100 dragons heads with fire blazing from all their eyes). Gaia had sent it to defeat Zeus’s
newer generation of gods. Pan was the first to see him coming and transformed himself into the goat-fish Capricornus and jumped into the Euphrates to escape the monster, as then did Aphrodite and Eros. In one version they were
carried to safety on the backs of two fish. In another version, mother and son were transformed into fish, and in order not to lose each other they tied themselves together with a rope. Near the middle of this rope is the α star AlRischa (the well rope), also known as Kaitain or Okda, the knot in Arabic. Common practice is to divide the constellation into four parts: the northern fish Pisces Boreus, a northern cord Linum Boreum, a southern cord Linum Austrinum, and the southern fish Pisces Austrinus. Our asterism of the Circlet of Pisces is the southern (or western) fish,
which is south of Pegasus, and is not to be confused with the more recent constellation of Piscis Austrinus, the
Southern Fish. Note the different spellings of Piscis which I am finding mixed throughout the literature. The northern
fish is part of the Chinese asterism of the House of the sandal (see # 3 below). The Vernal Equinox is currently located
in Pisces, due south of ω Piscium, moving westward below the western fish toward the border of Aquarius, which it
will reach in the year 2597.
2. Phoenicopterus the flamingo is an obsolete name for the bird carved out of Piscis Austrinus (not the asterism but the
constellation). It is used as the genus name of all the current and extinct species of flamingoes. It was one of twelve
constellations introduced by Peter Plancius from the observations of the southern stars by Pieter Keyser and Frederick de Houtman. The grouping first appeared on a celestial globe by Plancius and Jodocus Hondius in 1598 as Krane
Grus, the two words being Dutch and Latin translations for crane. De Houtman called it Den Reygher, the heron, in
his southern star catalog of 1603, and Johannes Bayer adopted the original name Grus in his atlas Uranometria of
1603. The name flamingo first appeared in 1605 in the atlas of Paul Merula, Cosmogaphiae Generalis, and it appeared later on another Dutch globe by van den Keere around 1625; both of who got their information from Plancius, so it is likely that the alternative name originated from Plancius. Eventually the original identification as a crane
won out due to the influence of Bayer. Keyser and de Houtman assigned 12 stars to the constellation. It now has 28
stars with Bayer or Flamsteed designations, 12 letters created by Lacaille in 1756, and the remainder Flamsteed numbers; some of both had previously been part of the southern fish. Grus lies south of Piscis Austrinus, southwest of
Fomalhaut, and also bordered by Indus, Tucana, Microscopium, Phoenix, and Sculptor. The only ancient connection
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C o n s t e l l at i o n Q u i z ( C o n t. )
to Grus is that the crane was the symbol of the star-observer in Egypt, presumably from the crane’s high flying, and
the only mythological connection is that it was sacred to Hermes. In 17th century England it was known as the
bittern, another wading bird. It is described as having its wings outstretched, striking with its bill at the southern fish,
its body making a gentle curve southwest of the fish. According to the astronomer Al Tizini, its three brightest stars
take their Arabic names from their position in the original fish’s body, which go all the way back to Ptolemy. The star
α Gruis is known as Alnair, “the bright one from the fish’s tail,” which became the left (west) wing of the flamingo.
The bird’s eye is (γ) Al Dhanab, Arabic for the tail. The β star at the crane’s heart or back, at the intersection of the
cross-shaped group, was referred to as “the rear one of the tail” of the fish, but the name I found for this star is
Gruid, not an Arabic translation of its position, possibly originating with Bayer. After the creation of this group, drawings of the tail of the southern fish were reoriented by Bayer and others so the two figures didn’t overlap.
3. The Chinese formed star patterns quite different from our western ones. Asterisms are the basic units of Chinese
uranography, each a handful of neighboring stars representing heavenly officials. Each of the 283 asterisms has a
determinative star, which may or may not be the brightest one. Also, apparently the stars brightness was not as important to them as to us, so they were all indicated as dots of the same size. Koui is composed of 9 stars in Andromeda and 7 in Pisces. It represents the first house of the White Tiger, the super constellation of fall. There were four of
these huge groupings of numerous smaller asterisms, one for each season. The other three were the Black Tortoise
(winter), the Blue Dragon (spring), and the Red Bird (summer). The Lunar Mansions, which represent 28 celebrated
generals, one for each day of the lunar month, stretch around the ecliptic. Koui was the House of the Sandal, because
it suggested a pointed Chinese slipper. It consists of two curves of stars which meet at one end at ν Andromeda,
close to M31, with the other end at χ Piscium. One contains ν, μ, β And; σ, τ, υ, φ, and χ Piscium. The other includes
ν, π, δ, ε, 65, the determinative star ζ (Kui), and η, all of Andromeda; and ψ and χ Piscium again. Koui is also called
“Legs”, the legs or feet of a harvester, or also as a wild boar.
4. Today we have the north star, but no naked-eye south star. Precession has greatly changed the stars which are now
located near the south celestial pole. The ancient constellations are lopsided relative to today’s pole, but they weren’t then. Some ancient constellations we see along the southern horizon today were further north in ancient times,
and on the opposite part of the sky some were further south; so they saw some groupings above their southern horizon which we (in the north temperate zone) cannot and we see some stars which they couldn’t. At the beginning of
the Christian Era, precession had placed the south celestial pole along the western edge of the triangle of Hydrus (the
male water snake, not Hydra the female one) at a point close to the Small Magellanic Cloud, the south-polar smudge.
The pole was right on the edge of the SMC about 1200 BC. Beta Hydri was (and still is) the brightest star (2nd mag)
near the south celestial pole. It was then about 7 degrees away, but it is 12 degrees away today. There was a dimmer
star closer to the pole, λ Hydri, at about 4th magnitude, so they were better off than we are today with the poorlyvisible 5.4th magnitude star σ Octans closest to the pole.
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Notes and News
New Research by Authors Affiliated with the CVAS
Gliba, G. and Gural, P. 2016. Possible Meteor Outburst on March 9, 2016. Meteor Trails, The Journal of the American Meteor
Society, Number 58, July 2016, pp 3-5.

Martin, P. and Gliba, G. 2016. Impressies van het Perseïden maximum boven oostelijk Noord Amerika. eRadiant, The
Dutch Meteor Society, 2016-1, pp 14–15.

Presentations
On Saturday evening August 6th, long time CVAS member George Gliba, Steve Bilanow of the NASA/GSFC, and Joel
Goodman of the Howard Astronomical League, gave a talk on meteorites and meteor shower watching at the Benjamin Banneker Museum in Baltimore, Maryland. They brought several meteorites from their private collections to
show, and talked about the upcoming Perseid Meteor Shower. George explained how amateur astronomers helped
meteor scientists during last years’ Perseid Maximum to better refine theoretical predictions and models for the
Perseid Meteor Shower. More at: http://meteornews.org/perseids-2015-global-analysis/
The talk was well received by a large audience of adults and children.

General Information
The CVAS website has information about upcoming astronomy events and activities in our area. There is a host
of astronomy-related information, and links to interesting and useful sites. Send comments and suggestions to the
webmaster, Russ Swaney
The Valley Skywatcher has a long tradition as the official publication of the Chagrin Valley Astronomical Society.
All material in this issue has been written and provided by individuals within our membership community. The CVAS
welcomes original articles and material from all members and friends, and this journal provides a unique opportunity to share interests. Published quarterly, the next issue will be available in October. If you would like to contribute
material to the publication please contact the editor, Ron Baker
Recent issues of The Valley Skywatcher are available on our website here.

Reflec tions
The modern dogma is comfort at any cost.
Aldo Leopold
A Sand County Almanac (1949)
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